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-When the American enemy classifies (someone) as a prospective enemy, it begins through its 
security and intelligence and political and missionary and “humanitarian” institutes and so forth 
in collecting information about it in all fields, and also through the international institutes and 
especially the aid agencies, and through its companies in neighboring countries or allies with it 
who place their security apparatus at its service.  
 
-Through the information which is provided, the American enemy identities strong points and 
weak points in its foe- (the religion and members and the locations and the equipment), and 
experts and specialists in the Pentagon and so forth from the international institutes identify 
scenarios and consecutive stages for the conflict, whether it is in the religious or the political or 
the economic or the security or the societal or finally the military field. 
 
-When the enemy makes a decision starting the conflict, it is choosing a suitable scenario, and 
who is afraid of words does not move his legions, and between the stick and the carrot are 
different methods and level of tenderness and roughness, and our Islamic countries and our 
currents support Islam which is exposed to a senario of genocide if the senario of change failes? 
Their words were tested, a scenario of conflict includes several fields which is done in parallel or 
in short lead time.  
 
-The religious field: it is completed by intervention in the doctrines ripped from its origins 
through re-shaping educational programs and rehabilitation of cadres practicing da’weh “Ibn 
Arabi” and which is actually taking shape today, and it is possible for any follower to observe it 
in a summary of the following verses: 
 
I would have denied my friend before today***if my religion was not his religion. My heart has 
become every picture***a meadow for deer and a monastery for monks 
 
And a house of fetishes and a rambling Ka’aba***and tablets of the Torah and pages of the 
Quran 
 
I owe the debt of love that I faced***its riders of love of my religion and my faith 
 
It also utilizes religious institutes to produce this work, one of these institutes today adopts a 
negative policy (temporary silence)...where is the role of the large institute of scholars in the 
Arabian Peninsula in fighting corruption and subjugation and religious alienation today? 
 
-The Political Field: Through pressure and waving the big stick and cruel agreements and 
political alliances and international institutes, and also through soft power and chief among them 
television and from it the role of the opinion industry and the role of entertainment and the 
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cinema and the Internet, and in the technology section the allowance in putting a roof on its 
transgression which cannot be exceeded and nothing above it except for what is possible.  
 
-The Security Field: The American enemy launched on two tracks? The first: Obtaining 
information via achieving a penetration “by plant or recruitment”, and spreading the spies and 
benefiting from technical spying by tapping the communications which give it golden 
information. 
 
-The second: Security Operations (assassinations...sedition and backbiting and nannying among 
the mujahidin...kidnapping...explosion...etc.) and on the regime level many of it leaders and its 
apparatus are agents for the intelligence services and some of them are paid, and some of its 
institutes receive budgets or support in exchange for their services, and we are not deceived by 
their ability to appoint their man “Ibn Salman” at the top of the pyramid in the Sa’ud colony and 
this does not deny that his predecessor was also among their men. 
 
-The Societal field: The institutes of the American enemy aims to corrupt the societal 
composition of the family, and targets children specifically (killing of men in war or 
assassinating them causes suffering of the family societally and morally), to fail society and its 
structure for the moral solution whether by crises or temptations, where Americans and their 
allies fail in striking Islam and distorting the Quran they were intent on destroying humankind, 
each Muslim human being and so forth, they keep them busy with that they prepared for them in 
their religion and then re-preach the “Ibn Arabi” manhaj. 
 
The Economic Field: The American enemy seeks through the blockade and closing of skies and 
seas and lighten the follower, and elimination of private and public companies preventing raw 
materials and a monopoly of goods, and confiscation of funds and terrorizing investors and 
boycotting products and intimidating supports and infiltrating groups and organizations - etc., 
until the opponent surrenders or collapses or responds with what is demanded of him.  
 
-The Military Field: The American enemy forms international military alliances and leads it to 
the field, then harmonizes the air strikes and ground movements and uses local militias or leased 
or mercenary armies for companies and its opposition, and during periods where bombing has 
stopped or truce, it sends its spies to collect field information and renew databases it has (what 
has been completed and what is left and what has been created for its conclusion, and who 
escaped from its leadership, etc.), in addition to the above sources, the America enemy harvests 
important and detailed information via: interrogating prisoners and asking the families in the 
occupies regions and benefiting from the local security apparatus and what it has from its 
information and files.  
 
- In these fields the American enemy plans on working on specific and pre-determined targets, 
according to the time period and if his opponent will bow to fulfill the conditions, if the opponent 
continues to bear the strikes for the next time period. 
 
-This summary of the program of the American enemy calls for a strategy pause by the Islamic 
Ummah in general, and by the scholars and the mujahidin and sons of the Islamic current and 
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successors of the sons of the Ummah specifically, and it is incumbent upon them to work to 
achieve the desire of their Lord from their existance according to a disciplined strategy with 
planning to come together and not split apart and do not deviate from attacking the 
Zionist-Crusader attack, and Allah the exalted said: [indeed this, your religion, is one religion, 
and I am your Lord, so worship Me]. [Surah al Anbiya 92] and He, glorified is He, said: [And 
indeed this, your religion, is one religion, and I am your Lord, so fear me] [Surah The Believers 
52].. And let all who realize well and claim it - from the Political Islamic and jihadist and da’wah 
movements and organizations - that America and the Jews and the West and the East do you not 
oppose them? Verily its stage and its time is coming and is not far away. 
 
From Malware Intelligence 
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